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ON IRREDUCIBLE COMPONENTS OF REAL EXPONENTIAL
HYPERSURFACES
CORDIAN RIENER AND NICOLAI VOROBJOV
ABSTRACT. Fix any real algebraic extension K of the field Q of rationals. Poly-
nomials with coefficients from K in n variables and in n exponential functions
are called exponential polynomials over K. We study zero sets in Rn of exponen-
tial polynomials over K, which we call exponential-algebraic sets. Complements
of all exponential-algebraic sets in Rn form a Zariski-type topology on Rn. Let
P ∈ K[X1, . . . , Xn, U1, . . . , Un] be a polynomial and denote
V := {(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn| P(x1, . . . , xn, , ex1 , . . . , exn ) = 0}.
The main result of this paper states that, if the real zero set of a polynomial P is
irreducible over K and the exponential-algebraic set V has codimension 1, then,
under Schanuel’s conjecture over the reals, either V is irreducible (with respect to
the Zariski topology) or each of its irreducible components of codimension 1 is a
rational hyperplane through the origin. The family of all possible hyperplanes is
determined by monomials of P. In the case of a single exponential (i.e., when P is
independent of U2, . . . , Un) stronger statements are shown which are independent
of Schanuel’s conjecture.
1. INTRODUCTION
The main motivation of this paper is to begin a study of irreducible components of
zero sets of functions defined by expressions that are polynomial in variables and
exponentials of variables. The components are meant to be defined by the same
type of expressions. The interesting questions include: do the components have
any special structure and what is an upper bound on their number.
Throughout this article we will denote tuples of variables by X := (X1, . . . , Xn)
and U := (U1, . . . , Un), and with a given tuple X we associate the tuple of ex-
ponential functions eX := (eX1 , . . . , eXn). We consider the field of real algebraic
numbers Ralg, the field Q of rational numbers, and we fix a real algebraic exten-
sion K of Q. Further, K[X, U] := K[X1, . . . , Xn, U1, . . . , Un] will denote the ring of
polynomials with coefficients inK in the 2n variables. Clearly,K[X, eX ] is a ring of
functions which we call the ring of exponential polynomials overK (or E-polynomials,
for brevity). The geometry and model theory of zero sets of E-polynomials are well
understood (see for example [4, 7, 10]). In the special case when P is independent
of variables X, the E-polynomial is called exponential sum (with integer spectrum).
The theory of zero sets of exponential sums is also developed, in particular in
[6, 18], but apparently not for the structure of their irreducible components.
Every P ∈ K[X, U] defines an E-polynomial f via the map
E : K[X, U]→ K[X, eX ],
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2 CORDIAN RIENER AND NICOLAI VOROBJOV
such that f (X) = E(P(X, U)) = P(X, eX).
A finite set of polynomials P := {P1, . . . , Pk} ⊂ K[X, U] defines a real algebraic
set
Zer(P) := {(x, u) = (x1, . . . , xn, u1, . . . , un) ∈ R2n| P1(x, u) = · · · = Pk(x, u) = 0},
and similarly, we will denote by Zer( f1, . . . , fl) ⊂ Rn the zero set of a finite set of
E-polynomials. We will call any Zer( f1, . . . , fl) ⊂ Rn a (real) exponential-algebraic
set or just exponential set, for brevity. By taking the sum of squares, every real alge-
braic set (respectively, every exponential set) can be defined as a zero set of a single
polynomial (respectively, E-polynomial). An exponential set V will be called re-
ducible (over K) if there are two distinct non-empty exponential sets V1, V2 such
that V = V1 ∪ V2, and irreducible otherwise. It will be shown in Section 2 that
every exponential set can be uniquely represented as a finite union of irreducible
exponential subsets (called irreducible components) neither of which is contained
in another.
In this article we will be concerned with the structure of irreducible components
and will prove the following main result.
Theorem 1.1. Let P ∈ K[X, U] and assume that Zer(P) ⊂ R2n is an irreducible real
algebraic set. Further, let f = E(P) and assume that the dimension (see Definition 2.12
below) of Zer( f ) is n − 1. Then, assuming Schanuel’s conjecture, either Zer( f ) is also
irreducible, or every of its (n − 1)-dimensional irreducible components is a rational hy-
perplane through the origin.
Schanuel’s conjecture is formulated at the beginning of Section 5. In the case of a
single exponential term, i.e., when P is independent of all, but possibly one, vari-
ables U1, . . . , Un, the theorem can be made stronger and independent of Schanuel’s
conjecture (see Theorem 3.5 below).
Let us illustrate Theorem 1.1 by some examples.
Example 1.2. Let P = 2X −U + 1. The straight line Zer(P) ⊂ R2 is, of course,
irreducible. According to Theorem 1.1, the exponential set V = Zer(2X − eX + 1)
(consisting of two points) is irreducible. This can also be seen by the following ele-
mentary argument, independent of Schanuel’s conjecture, which in various mod-
ifications is used throughout this paper. Suppose V is reducible. The only way to
split two-point set into two distinct non-empty parts is the partition into single-
tons. Then the non-zero point A ∈ V can be defined as A = Zer(Q(X, eX)) for
some Q(X, U) ∈ K[X, U]. It follows that A is the projection along U of an isolated
point in Zer(P, Q) with algebraic coordinates. This contradicts the Lindemann
theorem.
Example 1.3. Let P := X1U2 +X2U1−X1−X2 and f := E(P). Then dim Zer(P) =
3 and dim Zer( f ) = 1. The polynomial P is irreducible over K (even over R),
hence the algebraic set Zer(P) is irreducible overK. On the other hand, Zer( f ) ⊂
R2 is reducible and consists of two irreducible components, which are the lines
Zer(X1) and Zer(X2).
Example 1.4. This example illustrates the case when for an irreducible Zer(P) the
exponential hypersurface Zer(E(P)) has irreducible components of codimension
greater than 1.
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(a) The transformed Cartan umbrella (b) The intersection with eX = U in the line L and
the point A
FIGURE 1. Visualization of Example 1.4
Consider the polynomial
P := (X1 +U − 1)((2X1 −U + 1)2 + X22) + (2X1 −U + 1)3.
Note that Zer(P) is an affine transformation the Cartan umbrella [3]. The algebraic
set Zer(P) ⊂ R3 contains the straight line L := Zer(U − 1, X1), therefore, it inter-
sects with the surface Zer(U− eX1) along this line. It also contains the straight line
Zer(2X1 −U + 1, X2}, which intersects with Zer(U − eX1) by exactly two points,
(0, 0, 1) ∈ L and another point, A, with transcendental coordinates. We now prove
that
Zer(P) ∩ Zer(U − eX1) = L ∪ {A}.
Let f (X1, X2) := P(X1, X2, eX1). Note that X1 + eX1 − 1 equals 0 if and only if
X1 = 0, hence for X1 6= 0 the equation f = 0 can be rewritten as
(1.1) X22 = −(2X1 − eX1 + 1)2
(
2X1 − eX1 + 1
X1 + eX1 − 1 + 1
)
.
Now we prove that
(1.2)
2X1 − eX1 + 1
X1 + eX1 − 1
> −1
for all X1 6= 0. If X1 > 0 then X1 + eX1 − 1 > 0, hence (1.2) is equivalent to
2X1 − eX1 + 1 > −X1 − eX1 + 1,
i.e., to 3X1 > 0, which is obviously true. If X1 < 0, then X1 + eX1 − 1 < 0, so (1.2)
is equivalent to
2X1 − eX1 + 1 < −X1 − eX1 + 1,
or 3X1 < 0, which again is true. It follows that (1.1) can hold true (for X1 6= 0) if
and only if X2 = 2X1 − eX1 + 1 = 0, and our claim is proved.
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The polynomial P is irreducible over R, hence the algebraic set Zer(P) ⊂ R3 is ir-
reducible overK. On the other hand, the set Zer( f ) ⊂ R2 is reducible overK, with
two irreducible components: one-dimensional Zer(X1) and zero-dimensional
Zer(2X1 − eX1 + 1, X2)
which consists of two points, rational (0, 0) and transcendental projection of A
along U.
2. REGULAR AND SINGULAR POINTS
The aim of this section is to prove that taking Zariski closure of a set of all points of
a given local dimension does not increase the dimension (Theorem 2.19). The idea
is to consider the singular locus of the ambient exponential set. To that end, we
adjust to the exponential case the standard routine of definitions and statements
regarding regular and singular points. We note some differences with the algebraic
case, in particular that the dimension of a singular locus of an exponential set may
remain the same as the dimension of the set.
Recall that in the introduction we defined the map
E : K[X, U]→ K[X, eX ],
such that E(P(X, U)) = P(X, eX), for every P ∈ K[X, U].
Lemma 2.1. The map E is an isomorphism of rings.
Proof. It is immediate that E is an epimorphism of rings. Thus, it remains to es-
tablish that E is injective. In order to argue by contradiction, assume that E is not
injective. Thus, there exist distinct P, Q ∈ K[X, U] such that the functions E(P)
and E(Q) coincide. Since P and Q are distinct, the algebraic set Zer(P − Q) has
dimension at most 2n− 1. Also, Zer(U − eX) ⊂ Zer(P− Q). Observe that the di-
mension of the Zariski closure Z of {x ∈ Rn| {x} ×Rn ⊂ Zer(P−Q)} is less than
n. Take a point x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rnalg \ Z such that its coordinates are linearly
independent overQ. We have that (x, ex) ∈ Zer(U− eX) ⊂ Zer(P−Q), hence the
numbers x1, . . . , xn, ex1 , . . . , exn are algebraically dependent overQ. But now it fol-
lows from the Lindemann-Weierstrass theorem that numbers x1, . . . xn are linearly
dependent over Qwhich contradicts the choice of x. 
Lemma 2.1 immediately implies the following corollary.
Corollary 2.2. The ringK[X, eX ] is Noetherian.
Given an exponential set V ⊂ Rn, let I(V) ⊂ K[X, eX ] denote the set of all E-
polynomials in K[X, eX ] that vanish on V. It is easy to see that I(V) is an ideal in
K[X, eX ].
The following corollary is an immediate implication of Noetherianity.
Corollary 2.3. The ideal I(V) is finitely generated.
The next corollary is a standard implication of Noetherianity (see [5, Proposi-
tion 1.1]).
Corollary 2.4. The complements of all exponential sets in Rn form a Noethrian topology
on Rn. We call this topology the Zariski topology.
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Definition 2.5. A non-empty subset Y of a topological space X is called irreducible
if it cannot be represented as a union Y = Y1 ∪ Y2 of its proper subsets Y1 and Y2
each of which is closed in Y . For an empty set Y irreducibility is undefined.
Applying this definition to X = Rn, equipped with the Zariski topology defined
in Corollary 2.4, and Y being an exponential set, we get the definition of an irre-
ducible exponential set.
The following corollary is another standard implication of Noetherianity (see [5,
Proposition 1.5]).
Corollary 2.6. Every non-empty exponential set V ⊂ Rn can be represented as a finite
union V = V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vt of irreducible exponential sets Vi. If we require Vi 6⊂ Vj for
i 6= j, then the sets Vi are defined uniquely and are called irreducible components of V.
We borrow the definition of a regular point of an exponential set from real alge-
braic geometry (see [2, Definition 3.2.2]). Let V ⊂ Rn be an exponential set and
I(V) = ( f1, . . . , fk) its ideal generated by exponential polynomials f1, . . . , fk ∈
K[X, eX ]. Set r = supx∈V rank (V, x), where
rank (V, x) := rank
(
∂( f1, . . . , fk)
∂(X1, . . . , Xn)
(x)
)
.
Note (see [2]) that the number r does not depend on the choice of the set of gen-
erators f1, . . . , fk. The number r is called the rank of the ideal I(V), and we write
r = rank I(V).
Definition 2.7. Let V ⊂ Rn be an exponential set.
(1) If V is irreducible then a point x ∈ V is called a regular point of V if
rank (V, x) = rank I(V).
(2) If V is reducible then x ∈ V is called regular point of V if there exists one
and only one irreducible component of V containing x.
(3) A point x ∈ V that is not regular it is called a singular point of V.
(4) We denote the subset of all regular points of V by Reg (V) and the subset
of all singular points of V by Sing (V).
(5) An exponential set is called non-singular if V = Reg (V).
The proof of the following lemma is exactly the same as the proof of Proposi-
tion 3.2.4 in [2] for algebraic sets.
Lemma 2.8. The set Sing (V) is an exponential set properly contained in V.
Lemma 2.9. Let V ⊂ Rn be an exponential set. Then there is a finite filtration
(2.1) V ⊃ Sing (V) ⊃ Sing (Sing (V)) ⊃ Sing (Sing (Sing (V))) ⊃ · · ·
such that the last set in the chain is non-singular.
Proof. Termination of the chain follows from Noetherianity since for every expo-
nential set V ⊂ Rn the set Sing(V) is again an exponential set. The last set in this
chain is non-singular because otherwise the set of its singular points would define
a proper subset. 
Remark 2.10. It follows from Lemma 2.9 that we can define a “non-singular strati-
fication” of an exponential set V ⊂ Rn as the following finite partition
V = Reg (V) ∪ Reg (Sing (V)) ∪ Reg ((Sing (Sing (V)))) ∪ · · · .
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The proof of the following lemma is exactly the same as the proof of Proposi-
tion 3.2.9 in [2] for algebraic sets.
Lemma 2.11. If V ⊂ Rn is an irreducible exponential set, then for every x ∈ Reg (V)
there exists a Zariski neighbourhood U of x inRn, and exponential polynomials f1, . . . , fr ∈
I(V) such that V ∩U = U ∩ { f1 = · · · = fr = 0}, and
rank
(
∂( f1, . . . , fr)
∂(X1, . . . , Xn)
(y)
)
= rank I(V) = r
for every y ∈ V ∩U.
In particular, Reg (V) is a real analytic submanifold of Rn of dimension n− r.
Remark 2.10 and Lemma 2.11 allow to define the notion of the dimension of an
exponential set.
Definition 2.12. Let V ⊂ Rn be an exponential set.
(1) The dimension of V, denoted by dim V, is the maximal dimension of real
analytic manifolds comprising the non-singular stratification of V. The
dimension dim(Reg (V)) of the set of regular points of V is its dimension
as a real analytic manifold.
(2) If dim V = n− 1, we call V a hypersurface in Rn.
(3) For x ∈ V we denote by dimx V the local dimension of V at x, i.e., the max-
imal dimension of real analytic manifolds which are intersections of ele-
ments of the non-singular stratification of V with an Euclidean neighbour-
hood of x in Rn.
For an exponential set V ⊂ Rn one can also introduce the analogy of the Krull
dimension as follows.
Definition 2.13. The Krull dimension of V, denoted by dimK(V), is largest d ∈ N
such that there is a filtration V0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vd of pair-wise distinct irreducible
exponential subsets of V.
Unlike the case of real or complex algebraic sets, dim(V) does not necessarily coin-
cide with dimK(V) as is shown in the following example.
Example 2.14. Consider the irreducible two-point exponential set
V := Zer(2X− eX + 1) ⊂ R1
from Example 1.2. Observe that T := Zer(X) is also irreducible. Since we have
T ( V it follows that dimK V = 1, while dim V = 0. Further, we can conclude
from dimK V = 1 that dimKR1 ≥ 2. On the other hand dimKR1 ≤ 2, since every
nonempty irreducible exponential subset in R1, consisting of a finite number of
points, having a point different from T, and properly containing another such set,
would contain an algebraic point different from T, which contradicts Lindemann’s
theorem. So we conclude that dimKR1 = 2. Note that every exponential set in R1
which is irreducible overR (rather than overK) is an irreducible algebraic set over
R (actually, a singleton). Hence, the Krull dimension of R1 is 1 in this case.
In view of this example we emphasize that in the sequel we will be using the
concept of dimension exclusively in the sense of Definition 2.12.
We can also observe that unlike the case of real or complex algebraic sets, the di-
mension of an exponential set V may coincide with the dimension of its singular
locus Sing (V) as shown in the following example.
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Example 2.15. Let V := Zer
(
(2X− eX + 1)(3X− eX + 1)) ⊂ R1. Clearly, T :=
Zer(X) ⊂ Sing (V) (in fact, T = Sing (V)) but dim(T) = dim(V).
Lemma 2.16. For any exponential set V one has dim(Sing (V)) ≤ dim(Reg (V)).
Proof. Assume first that V is irreducible. We prove the statement by induction on
the length of the filtration (2.1). If (2.1) consists of a single exponential set, V, then
this set is non-singular, so the base of induction is true.
Since, by Lemma 2.8, I(Sing (V)) ⊃ I(V), we conclude that
rank I(Sing (V)) ≥ rank I(V).
By Lemma 2.11,
dim(Reg (V)) = n− rank(I(V))
and
dim(Reg (Sing (V))) = n− rank(I(Sing (V))),
hence
(2.2) dim(Reg (V)) ≥ dim(Reg (Sing (V))).
By the inductive hypothesis,
dim(Reg (Sing (V))) ≥ dim(Sing (Sing (V))),
which, together with the previous inequality, implies that
(2.3) dim(Reg (V)) ≥ dim(Sing (Sing (V))).
Since
dim(Sing (V)) = max{dim(Reg (Sing (V))), dim(Sing (Sing (V)))},
we conclude from (2.2) and (2.3) that dim(Reg (V)) ≥ dim(Sing (V)).
Now suppose that V is reducible and V(1), V(2) are two of its irreducible compo-
nents. Let V(3) = V(1) ∩V(2). Since dim
(
V(3)
)
≤ min{dim
(
V(1)
)
, dim
(
V(2)
)
}
and, by the first half of the proof,
dim
(
V(1)
)
= dim
(
Reg
(
V(1)
))
, dim
(
V(2)
)
= dim
(
Reg
(
V(2)
))
,
we get dim
(
V(3)
)
≤ dim(Reg (V)). 
Corollary 2.17. Let dim(V) = r and dimx(V) < r for some x ∈ V. Then x ∈
Sing (V).
Proof. Let, contrary to the claim, x ∈ Reg (V). By Lemma 2.11, dimx(V) is the
same at every point in Reg (V). Since, by Lemma 2.16, dim Reg (V) = dim(V),
we conclude that dimx(V) = r which is a contradiction. 
Definition 2.18. For an exponential set V and 0 ≤ p ≤ dim(V) denote Vp := {x ∈
V| dimx(V) = p}.
Theorem 2.19. Let Vp 6= ∅ for some 0 ≤ p ≤ dim(V). There is an exponential subset
W ⊂ V such that dim(W) = p and V` ⊂W for all 0 ≤ ` ≤ p.
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Proof. We prove that W can be found among the sets of the filtration defined in
(2.1). If p = dim(V) we take W = V. Let p < dim(V). By Corollary 2.17,
Vp ⊂ Sing (V). Passing from an exponential set Si in the chain (2.1) to the next
one on the right, Si+1, consists of removing from Si an equidimensional subset
Reg (Si) having the highest dimension, dim(Si). On the other hand, (2.1) cannot
consist only of sets of dimension strictly greater than p, since the last set in (2.1) is
a non-singular equidimensional set, while Vp 6= ∅. Hence, there is the first (from
the left) set in the filtration having the dimension p, which can be taken as W. 
Remark 2.20. For an integer k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ n, let
Xk := (X1, . . . , Xk), Uk := (U1, . . . , Uk), and eXk := (eX1 , . . . , eXk ).
All definitions in this section can be extended to the ring of functions K[X, eXk ]
(polynomials in n variables X1, . . . , Xn and k exponentials eX1 , . . . , eXk ). In partic-
ular, we consider Zariski topology in Rn with all closed sets of the kind Zer( f ),
where f ∈ K[X, eXk ]. If Zer( f ) is irreducible with respect to this topology, we will
say that it is irreducible in K[X, eXk ]. It is easy to check that all statements in this
section, including Theorem 2.19, hold true for an arbitrary fixed k.
3. CASE OF A SINGLE EXPONENTIAL
In this section we consider the case of exponential sets that involve only a single
exponential, i.e., exponential sets defined by E-polynomials f = P(X1, . . . , Xn, eX1)
with P ∈ K[X, U1]. We denote V := Zer( f ) and m := dim(V). Let pi : Rn+1 → Rn
be the projection map along U1.
Definition 3.1. A real algebraic set W ⊂ Rn+1 is called admissible for V if
V = pi
((
W ∩ Zer
(
U1 − eX1
))
∪ Zer(P, X1, U1 − 1)
)
and dim(W) ≤ m + 1.
Lemma 3.2. There exists an admissible set for V.
Proof. A proof of the statement immediately follows from [13, Section 7].
Alternatively, if the set
(3.1) {` ∈ Z| 0 ≤ ` ≤ m + 1, (Zer(P) \ Zer(X1))` 6= ∅}
is non-empty, then let r denote its maximal element. By Theorem 2.19 (or its easier
version for algebraic sets), there is an r-dimensional algebraic set W ⊂ Zer(P)
containing the semialgebraic set (Zer(P))r as well as all sets (Zer(P))` where 0 ≤
` ≤ r. If the set (3.1) is empty, assume W = ∅. Then W is an admissible set for V,
according to Theorem 7.2 in the Appendix. 
Lemma 3.3. Let W(1), . . . , W(t) be all irreducible components of an admissible set W for
V. Let A be an m-dimensional irreducible component of V. Then, either A coincides with
pi(W(i) ∩ Zer(U1 − eX1)) for some 1 ≤ i ≤ t, or A is the union of an m-dimensional
algebraic subset of Zer(X1) and a (possibly empty) set of points having local dimensions
less than m.
Proof. Since A is irreducible, it is either a subset of Zer(X1) or a subset of the pro-
jection pi((W(i) ∩ Zer(U1 − eX1)) for a certain 1 ≤ i ≤ t. In the first case the proof
is completed. So assume that A ⊂ pi(W(i) ∩ Zer(U1 − eX1)). If A = pi(W(i) ∩
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Zer(U1 − eX1)), then the proof is completed. Suppose now that A 6= pi(W(i) ∩
Zer(U1 − eX1)). Then there exists another irreducible component, B, of V such
that B ⊂ pi(W(i) ∩ Zer(U1 − eX1)). Let W(i) = Zer(R) and A = pi(Zer(Q, U1 −
eX1)) for some polynomials R, Q ∈ K[X, U1]. Thus, there are two algebraic sets,
W(i) = Zer(R) and Zer(Q) with a non-empty intersection, and Zer(R) is irre-
ducible. Since we have B 6⊂ pi(Zer(Q)) it follows that Zer(R) 6⊂ Zer(Q). Then,
dim(Zer(R, Q)) < dim(Zer(R)), hence dim(Zer(R, Q)) = m. Therefore, the set
S := Zer(Q, U1 − eX1) is an m-dimensional real analytic subset of m-dimensional
algebraic set Zer(R, Q).
By Lindemann’s theorem, the set S \ Zer(U1 − 1, X1) does not contain points with
algebraic coordinates. Hence, dimx S < m at every x ∈ S \ Zer(U1 − 1, X1). It
follows that A is the union of an algebraic set pi(Zer(Q, U1 − 1, X1)) and a set of
points having local dimensions less than m. 
Corollary 3.4. Let Zer(P) be an irreducible algebraic set and let dim(V) = m = n− 1.
Then V is either irreducible or every (n− 1)-dimensional irreducible component of V is
the union of the hyperplane Zer(X1) and a set of points having local dimensions less than
n− 1.
Proof. We can choose the set Zer(P) as an admissible set for V, and then apply
Lemma 3.3. 
Theorem 3.5. Every m-dimensional irreducible component of V either coincides with
pi(W(i) ∩ Zer(U1 − eX1)) for some 1 ≤ i ≤ t, or is an algebraic subset of Zer(X1).
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.3 that if an irreducible component A of V does not
coincide with one of pi(W(i) ∩ Zer(U1 − eX1)), it is the union of a m-dimensional
algebraic subset of Zer(X1) and a set B of points having local dimensions not ex-
ceeding p < m. Let C := B \ Zer(X1), then C ⊂ Vp. To argue by contradiction
suppose that C 6= ∅. According to Theorem 2.19, there is an exponential sub-
set T ⊂ V such that dim(T) = p and Vp ⊂ T. Hence, A can be represented as
the union of two distinct non-empty exponential sets, A ∩ Zer(X1) and A ∩ T. It
follows that A is reducible, which is a contradiction. 
Example 3.6. Let P := X21 + (X
2
2 + (U1 − 1)2 − 1)2. Note that Zer(P) ⊂ R3 is a 1-
dimensional set (a unit circle, centered at (0, 0, 1)) in the coordinate plane Zer(X1),
hence is irreducible. Let V = Zer(E(P)). We can choose the admissible fam-
ily for V consisting of the unique set Zer(P). Then V is the projection of the
0-dimensional algebraic set Zer(P, U1 − 1, X1), is reducible, and consists of two
irreducible components, Zer(X21 + (X2 + 1)
2) and Zer(X21 + (X2 − 1)2).
The following corollary is immediate.
Corollary 3.7. If Zer(P) is an irreducible algebraic set and dim(V) = n− 1, then V is
either irreducible or it has a unique (n− 1)-dimensional irreducible component coinciding
with the hyperplane Zer(X1).
For the case of a reducible V this corollary can be illustrated by Example 1.4.
Corollary 3.8. The number of all irreducible components of V does not exceed (cd)n,
where c is an absolute positive constant and d is the total degree of polynomial P.
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Proof. Theorem 1 in [14] implies that the sum of numbers of all (absolutely) ir-
reducible components of Zariski closures of sets (Zer(P))` over all ` = 0, . . . , m
does not exceed (c1d)n for an absolute positive constant c1. Also the number of
all irreducible components of the algebraic set Zer(P, U1 − 1, X1) does not exceed
(c2d)n for an absolute positive constant c2. Now the corollary follows from Theo-
rem 3.5. 
Observe that the bound in Corollary 3.8 is asymptotically tight because it is tight
already for polynomials.
4. CASE OF MANY EXPONENTIALS
Consider a polynomial P ∈ K[X, U]. Then every monomial of P, with respect to
the variables U1, . . . , Un, is of the kind AνU
d1ν
1 · · ·Udnνn with Aν ∈ K[X], diν ≥ 0.
We associate with P the following union of linear subspaces:
WP :=
⋃
ν,µ
{d1νX1 + · · ·+ dnνXv = d1µX1 + · · ·+ dnµXn},
where the union is taken over all pairs of different monomials. (If there is at most
one monomial with respect to U, then WP is undefined.)
The following lemma is a version of the Lindemann-Weierstrass theorem.
Lemma 4.1. If for some point x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rnalg the polynomial Q := P(x, U) ∈
Ralg[U] is not identically zero and Q(ex1 , . . . , exn) = 0, then x ∈WP.
Proof. This is a slight adjustment of a standard proof of the Lindemann-Weierstrass
theorem.
We have:
Q(ex1 , . . . , exn) =∑
ν
Aν(x)ed1νx1+···+dnνxn = 0,
where the coefficients Aν(x) are not all zero. Removing all terms with zero coef-
ficients, assume that in this sum all coefficients are non-zero. Obviously, at least
two terms will remain, one of which may be a non-zero constant. By Baker’s re-
formulation of the Lindemann-Weierstrass theorem [1, Theorem 1.4], the powers
d1νx1 + · · ·+ dnνxn are not pair-wise distinct. It follows that x ∈WP. 
Denote f := E(P), V := Zer( f ) ⊂ Rn, V′ := V \WP.
Lemma 4.2. V is an algebraic set if and only if V′ ×Rn ⊂ Zer(P).
Proof. The “if” part of the implication is trivial.
Suppose now that V is algebraic and V′ 6= ∅. Observe that the set {x ∈ V′| {x} ×
Rn ⊂ Zer(P)} is closed in V′ (with respect to the Euclidean topology). Hence, the
complement V′′ of this set in V′ is open in V′. Suppose that contrary to the claim,
V′ ×Rn 6⊂ Zer(P), i.e., V′′ 6= ∅. The algebraic points in V are everywhere dense
in V since, by the assumption, V is an algebraic set. Therefore, there is a point
x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ V′′ ∩Rnalg such that the polynomial Q := P(x, U) ∈ Ralg[U]
is not identically zero. Since (ex1 , . . . , exn) ∈ Zer(Q), we conclude, by Lemma 4.1,
that x ∈WP. This contradicts the choice of x. 
Corollary 4.3. Let V be an irreducible algebraic set with dim(V) = n− 1. Then either
V is a hyperplane in WP, or V ×Rn is an irreducible component of Zer(P).
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Proof. If V contains a hyperplane in WP, then it coincides with this hyperplane,
since V is an algebraic set. If V is not a hyperplane in WP, then dim(V ∩WP) <
n − 1. Hence V′n−1 6= ∅. Since V ×Rn is an irreducible algebraic set while, by
Lemma 4.2, dim(V ×Rn ∩ Zer(P)) = 2n− 1, we conclude that V ×Rn is an irre-
ducible component of Zer(P). 
Consider a polynomial S ∈ K[X, U]. Let g := E(S), T := Zer(g). Suppose that
dim(T) = n− 1, and that Tn−1 ⊂ B, where B is an (n− 1)-dimensional algebraic
set defined over K. Represent S as a polynomial in U with coefficients in K[X].
Then every monomial is of the kind AνU
d1ν
1 · · ·Udnνn , with Aν ∈ K[X], diν ≥ 0.
Consider the algebraic set
WS :=
⋃
ν,µ
{d1νX1 + · · ·+ dnνXn = d1µX1 + · · ·+ dnµXn},
where the union is taken over all pairs of different monomials.
Lemma 4.4. With the notations described above, the following inclusions take place:
(i) (T \WS)n−1 ×Rn ⊂ Zer(S);
(ii) (T \ (WP ∪WS))n−1 ×Rn ⊂ Zer(P, S);
(iii) (T ∩WS) \WP)n−1 ×Rn ⊂ Zer(P).
Proof. We will only prove item (i), since the proofs of the other items are essentially
the same.
Denote A := (T \WS)n−1. Suppose that A 6= ∅. Observe that the set {x ∈
A| {x} ×Rn ⊂ Zer(S)} is closed in A. Thus, the complement C of this set in A is
open in A. Suppose that contrary to the claim, A×Rn 6⊂ Zer(S), i.e., C 6= ∅. The
algebraic points in Tn−1 are everywhere dense in Tn−1 since Tn−1 ⊂ B. Therefore,
there is a point x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ C ∩Rnalg such that polynomials
Q := S(x, U1, . . . , Un) ∈ Ralg[U]
are not identically zero. Since (ex1 , . . . , exn) ∈ Zer(Q), we conclude, by Lemma 4.1,
that x ∈WS. This contradicts the choice of x. 
Now we assume that V = Zer( f ) ⊂ Rn and T = Zer(g) ⊂ Rn are exponential
sets, not necessarily algebraic. We will associate with these sets polynomials P, S
and sets WP, WS as above.
Lemma 4.5. Let dim(V) = n− 1 and Zer(P) be irreducible. Let T ⊂ V be a (n− 1)-
dimensional irreducible component of V, with irreducible Zer(S), such that there is an
(n− 1)-dimensional algebraic set B (defined overK) containing Tn−1. Then either V = T
or Tn−1 ⊂WP.
Proof. Let A := (T \ (WP ∪WS))n−1. Suppose first that A 6= ∅. By Lemma 4.4 (ii),
A×Rn ⊂ Zer(S) and A×Rn ⊂ Zer(P). Because dim(A×Rn) = 2n− 1, and the
sets Zer(S), Zer(P) are irreducible algebraic, these sets coincide. It follows that
T = V.
Now suppose that A = ∅ and dim((T ∩WS) \WP) = n− 1.
By analytic continuation, it means that (T ∩WS)n−1 consists of some hyperplanes
in WS which are not all in WP, hence (T ∩WS) \WP contains a hyperplane, say L,
in Rn. By Lemma 4.4 (iii), (T ∩WS) \WP)n−1 ×Rn ⊂ Zer(P). Therefore, Zer(P)
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contains a hyperplane L×Rn, hence Zer(P) (being irreducible algebraic set) coin-
cides with L×Rn. It follows that both T and V coincide with the same hyperplane,
L, in Rn, thus again, T = V.
If neither of the above alternatives take place, we have Tn−1 ⊂WP. 
Remark 4.6. Lemma 4.5 can be viewed as an analogy, in codimension 1, of the clas-
sical Ax-Lindemann theorem (see its modern treatment in [11, Section 6]) which
deals with exponential sums over complex numbers.
Corollary 4.7. Let V ⊂ Rn be an (n − 1)-dimensional algebraic set over K, which is
irreducible as an algebraic set. Then it’s irreducible.
Proof. Let T be an (n − 1)-dimensional irreducible exponential component of V.
Then by Lemma 4.5, either T = V, or Tn−1 ⊂ WP. In the former case we are done.
In the latter case, by analytic continuation, Tn−1 contains a hyperplane. There-
fore, V also contains this hyperplane, moreover, being an irreducible algebraic set,
coincides with this hyperplane. It follows that T = V. 
5. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
Schanuel’s conjecture over real numbers is the following statement.
Suppose that for real numbers x1, . . . , xn the transcendence degree
tdQ(x1, . . . , xn, ex1 , . . . , exn) < n.
Then there are integers m1, . . . , mn, not all zero, such that m1x1 + · · ·+ mnxn = 0.
This statement (along with its other versions) is the central, yet unsettled, conjec-
ture in transcendental number theory (see [9, 8]).
Throughout this section we will assume that for P ∈ K[X, U] the real algebraic
set Zer(P) ⊂ R2n is irreducible, and that for f = E(P) the exponential set V :=
Zer( f ) ⊂ Rn, is a hypersurface, i.e., dim(V) = n− 1. The case n = 1 is covered in
Section 3, so in the sequel assume that n > 1.
Lemma 5.1. Assuming Schanuel’s conjecture, every (n − 1)-dimensional irreducible
component of V either coincides with V (V is irreducible), or it is the finite union of
hyperplanes through the origin, defined overQ, and a set of points having local dimension
less than n− 1.
Proof. Suppose V is reducible and T is its irreducible component having dimen-
sion n − 1. Then T = Zer(g) ⊂ Rn for a suitable E-polynomial g such that
g = E(S), where S ∈ K[X, U].
Let dim Zer(P) = m for some n − 1 ≤ m ≤ 2n − 1, and dim(Zer(P, S)) = ` for
some n− 1 ≤ `. Observe that ` < m, otherwise Zer(P) ⊂ Zer(S) since Zer(P) is
irreducible, which contradicts the existence of components of V different from T.
In particular, n ≤ m and ` ≤ 2n− 2.
The projection of the (n− 1)-dimensional set
Zer(P, S, U1 − eX1 , . . . , Un − eXn) = Zer(S, U1 − eX1 , . . . , Un − eXn)
to a coordinate subspace of some n − 1 coordinates X1, . . . , Xα−1, Xα+1, . . . , Xn,
where 1 ≤ α ≤ n, is (n− 1)-dimensional. Consider any such α. Then the projec-
tion contains a dense (in this projection) set of points (x1, . . . , xα−1, xα+1, . . . , xn) ∈
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Rn−1alg and for each such point the intersection
Zer(S, P, X1 − x1, . . . , Xα−1 − xα−1, Xα+1 − xα+1, . . . , Xn − xn)
is an algebraic set defined overK.
Observe that the set of points (x1, . . . , xα−1, xα+1, . . . , xn) such that the dimension
dim(Zer(S, P, X1 − x1, . . . , Xα−1 − xα−1, Xα+1 − xα+1, . . . , Xn − xn))
is larger than `− n + 1 is a semialgebraic set in Rn−1 having dimension less than
n− 1. Hence, for a dense subset of algebraic points (x1, . . . , xα−1, xα+1, . . . , xn) in
Rn−1 the dimension of the algebraic set
Zer(S, P, X1 − x1, . . . , Xα−1 − xα−1, Xα+1 − xα+1, . . . , Xn − xn)
is at most `− n + 1, i.e., at most n− 1.
Represent P as a polynomial in U with coefficients in K[X]. Every monomial is
then of the kind
AνU
d1ν
1 · · ·Udnνn ,
with Aν ∈ K[X], djν ≥ 0. Consider the real algebraic set
B :=
⋃
ν
{Aν = 0} ∪
⋃
ν,µ
{d1νX1 + · · ·+ dnνXn = d1µX1 + · · ·+ dnµXn},
where the first union is taken over all monomials, while the second union is taken
over all pairs of different monomials.
Suppose first that dim(T \ B) < n − 1. Then Tn−1 ⊂ B. By Lemma 4.5, either
V = T or Tn−1 ⊂ WP. The first of these alternatives contradicts the reducibility
of V, hence, Tn−1 is a union of rational hyperplanes through the origin, and the
lemma is proved.
Suppose now that dim(T \ B) = n− 1. Then there exists a number α, 1 ≤ α ≤ n,
a point (x1, . . . , xα−1, xα+1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn−1alg , and a number xα ∈ R such that
(1) (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ T \ B;
(2) the numbers xj, where j ∈ {1, . . . , α− 1, α+ 1, . . . , n}, are linearly indepen-
dent over Q;
(3) the dimension of
Zer(S, P, X1 − x1, . . . , Xα−1 − xα−1, Xα+1 − xα+1, . . . , Xn − xn)
is at most n− 1.
Let (x1, . . . , xα−1, xα+1, . . . , xn) be such point. Then the set
Zer(S, U1 − eX1 , . . . , Un − eXn) ⊂ R2n
contains a point, namely, (x1, . . . , xn, ex1 , . . . , exn), which also lies in an algebraic
set
Zer(S, P, X1 − x1, . . . , Xα−1 − xα−1, Xα+1 − xα+1, . . . , Xn − xn)
of dimension at most n− 1. By Schanuel’s conjecture, m1x1 + · · ·+ mnxn = 0 for
some integers m1, . . . , mn, not all equal to 0. Since (x1, . . . , xα−1, xα+1, . . . , xn) are
algebraic numbers, linearly independent overQ, we have mα 6= 0, hence, xα is also
algebraic.
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Thus, the point (x1, . . . , xn) has real algebraic coordinates. Then (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ B,
either because all coefficients Aν vanish (hence the polynomial P(x1, . . . , xn, U) is
identically zero with respect to U), or otherwise, by Lemma 4.1, since
(ex1 , . . . , exn) ∈ Zer(S(x1, . . . , xn, U)).
This contradicts condition (1). It follows that components T, with the property
dim(T \ B) = n− 1,
do not exist. 
Remark 5.2. In the proof of Lemma 5.1 the following implication of Schanuel’s
conjecture was actually used, rather than Schanuel’s conjecture per se. If numbers
x1, . . . , xα−1, xα+1, . . . , xn ∈ Ralg
are linearly independent over Q, xα ∈ R, and the transcendence degree of
x1, . . . , xn, ex1 , . . . , exn
is less than n, then xα ∈ Ralg. It is not known whether this particular case of
Schanuel’s conjecture is true. As M. Waldschmidt pointed out [17], this particular
case implies, for n = 2, that e and log 2 are algebraically independent, which is not
known.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Suppose that V := Zer( f ) is reducible and T := Zer(g) is its
irreducible component. Then, according to Lemma 5.1, T is the union of the set
T(1) of rational hyperplanes through zero, and a set T(2) of points of some local
dimensions less than n − 1. Suppose that T(2) 6= ∅, and the maximum of these
dimensions is p < n− 1. According to Theorem 2.19, there is an exponential set
T(3) such that T(2) ⊂ T(3) ⊂ T and dim T(3) = p. If follows that T = T(1) ∪ T(3),
hence, T is reducible which is a contradiction. Therefore, T(2) = ∅ and T = T(1).
Since T is irreducible, the set T(1) consists of a unique hyperplane. 
Recall the definition of the ringK[X, eXk ], for 0 ≤ k ≤ n, in Remark 2.20. Assuming
Schanuel’s conjecture, the following statement is a generalization of Corollary 4.7.
Corollary 5.3. Let P ∈ K[X, Uk] and assume that Zer(P) ∈ Rn+k is irreducible. Let
f := E(P) ∈ K[X, eXk ] and Zer( f ) be an (n − 1)-dimensional exponential set, irre-
ducible inK[X, eXk ]. Then, assuming Schanuel’s conjecture, Zer( f ) is irreducible.
Proof. Let Zer( f ) be reducible. By Theorem 1.1, all (n− 1)-dimensional irreducible
components of Zer( f ) are rational hyperplanes, while by Theorem 2.19 and Re-
mark 2.20, the union of all the rest of irreducible components is an exponential set
defined inK[X, eXk ]. Since any rational hyperplane is an irreducible set defined in
K[X, eXk ], we conclude that Zer( f ) is also reducible inK[X, eXk ]. 
6. OPEN QUESTIONS
1. Let dim(Zer( f )) = m ≤ n− 1, the algebraic set Zer(P) ⊂ R2n be irreducible,
and dim(Zer(P)) = k. Obviously, m ≤ k. Assume that k ≤ m + n. (In the case
of a single exponential, in Section 3, the condition k ≤ m + 1 was achieved by
introducing an admissible set.) A weak conjecture is that, under Schanuel’s con-
jecture, either Zer( f ) is irreducible or every m-dimensional irreducible component
of Zer( f ) is contained in a rational hyperplane through the origin.
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2. We conjecture that there is an upper bound (cd)n on the number of all irre-
ducible components of Zer( f ), similar to the bound in Corollary 3.8. Here c is an
absolute constant and d = deg(P).
3. It would be interesting to understand the structure of absolutely irreducible
components of Zer( f ) (i.e., irreducible over R). Example 1.2 shows that Theo-
rem 1.1 is no more true in this case.
4. Let P ∈ K[X, U1], z ∈ Zer(P, U1 − eX1) \ Zer(X1), and U be a neighbourhood
of z in Rn+1. Set Zer(P) ∩ U admits a Whitney stratification, while Zer(U1 − ex1)
is a real analytic submanifold of Rn+1.
In Appendix, Theorem 7.2, it is proved that the intersection of Whitney stratified
sets, Zer(P)∩U and Zer(U1− eX1)∩U , is transverse. We conjecture that transver-
sality remains true in the general case of many exponentials.
7. APPENDIX
In this section we prove a transversality property for E-polynomials depending on
a single exponential.
The following statement is well known to experts but we could not find an exact
reference to it in literature.
Proposition 7.1. LetX ⊂ Rn be an intersection of an algebraic set and an open set. Then
there is a Whitney stratification of X (with connected strata) such that for each stratum S
there is an open set U containing S such that S coincides with the intersection of U with
an algebraic set. Moreover, if the algebraic set in X is defined over Ralg then the algebraic
set in S is defined over Ralg.
Proof. Let X̂ ⊂ Cn be the complexification of X (i.e., the Zariski closure of X
in Cn). Teissier’s theorem [15, Ch. VI, Proposition 3.1] implies that X̂ admits a
Whitney stratification, with each stratum being a Zariski locally closed set in Cn.
By taking connected components of real parts of strata, this stratification induces
the required Whitney stratification on X .
To prove the second statement of the proposition, observe that, according to [12],
the existence of the required Whitney stratification for a fixed X can be expressed
by a formula of the first-order theory of real closed fields. Now the statement
follows from the transfer principle in real closed fields [3, Proposition 5.2.3]. 
Let P ∈ K[X, U1], f = E(P), V = Zer( f ), and pi : Rn+1 → Rn be the projection
map along U1.
Theorem 7.2. Assume that for some 0 ≤ p ≤ dim(V) there is a point x = (x1, . . . xn) ∈
Vp with x1 6= 0. Let z ∈ Zer(P, U1 − eX1) be such that pi(z) = x. Then we have
dimz(Zer(P)) = p + 1.
Proof. Let U be a neighbourhood of z in Rn+1. By Proposition 7.1 there exists
a Whitney stratification of Zer(P) ∩ U . Let S be a stratum of this stratification
containing z, and let S be an intersection of an algebraic set S′ and an open set in
Rn+1.
Note that S and Zer(U1 − eX1) are real analytic submanifolds of Rn+1.
To begin, we prove the following claim.
Claim: The manifolds S and Zer(U1 − eX1) cannot be tangent at z.
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This claim implies that if dim(S) > 0, then S and Zer(U1 − eX1) are transverse at
z in Rn+1.
To verify this claim we proceed by induction on dim S. Since any algebraic point in
Zer(U1− eX1) will require x1 = 0, the base case of the induction, with dim(S) = 0,
is immediate.
For the induction step assume that dim(S) = n− k + 1 for some 1 ≤ k < n + 1.
Then, we can deduce from Lemma 2.11 the existence of a neighbourhood V of z in
Rn+1 such that
V ∩ S = V ∩ Zer(P1, · · · , Pk),
where all Pi are polynomials in I(S′), and the Jacobian (k× (n + 1))-matrix of the
system P1 = · · · = Pk = 0 has the maximal rank k at z. Now, assume that S and
Zer(U1 − eX1) intersect tangentially at z. Then all (k + 1)× (k + 1)-minors of the
Jacobian (k + 1)× (n + 1)-matrix
∂(U − eX1 , P1, . . . , Pk)
∂(U, X1, . . . , Xn)
vanish at z. In particular, all of the following minors vanish:
(7.1)
∂(U − eX1 , P1, . . . , Pk)
∂(U, X1, Xi1 , . . . , Xik−1)
for all subsets {i1, . . . , ik−1} ⊂ {2, . . . , n}.
Also, if k < n, all of the following minors vanish:
(7.2)
∂(P1, . . . , Pk)
∂(Xi1 , . . . , Xik )
for all subsets {i1, . . . , ik} ⊂ {2, . . . , n}.
Clearly, the determinant of (7.1) equals
D(U, X1, . . . , Xn) = det
∂(P1, . . . , Pk)
∂(X1, Xi1 , . . . , Xik−1)
− eX1 det ∂(P1, . . . , Pk)
∂(U, Xi1 , . . . , Xik−1)
.
Define D̂ by replacing eX1 by U in D. Then D̂(z) = D(z).
Observe that
A(U, X1, . . . , Xn) := det
∂(P1, . . . , Pk)
∂(U, Xi1 , . . . , Xik−1)
6= 0
at z for some subset {i1, . . . , ik−1} ⊂ {2, . . . , n}. Indeed, otherwise for all subsets
{i1, . . . , ik−1} the condition D(U, X1, . . . , Xn) = 0 would imply that
B(U, X1, . . . , Xn) := det
∂(P1, . . . , Pk)
∂(X1, Xi1 , . . . , Xik−1)
= 0
at z. Hence, all k× k-minors for the system P1 = · · · = Pk = 0 vanish at z, taking
into the account that all minors (7.2) vanish at z when k < n. This contradicts the
supposition that the Jacobian matrix of the system has the maximal rank at z.
We conclude that A(U, X1, . . . , Xn) 6= 0 at z for some subset {i1, . . . , ik−1} ⊂
{2, . . . , n}. Fix such a subset {i1, . . . , ik−1} ⊂ {2, . . . , n}. Then we can consider
P1 = · · · = Pk = 0 as an implicit map F = (F1, Fi1 , . . . , Fik−1) from the vector space
of variables X1, Xj1 , . . . , Xjn−k to the vector space of variables U, Xi1 , . . . , Xik−1 , with
{j1, . . . , jn−k} = {2, . . . , n} \ {i1, . . . , ik−1}.
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In particular, there is a differentiable function F1(X1, Xj1 , . . . , Xjn−k ) = U, whose
partial derivative with respect to X1 in the neighbourhood of z is given, according
to formulae for differentiating of implicit functions, by
∂F1
∂X1
(X1, Xj1 , . . . , Xjn−k ) = −
B(U, X1, . . . , Xn)
A(U, X1, . . . , Xn)
.
Suppose that D̂ vanishes identically in the neighbourhood of z in S. Then, in the
neighbourhood,
U =
B(U, X1, . . . , Xn)
A(U, X1, . . . , Xn)
,
and therefore,
∂F1
∂X1
(X1, Xj1 , . . . , Xjn−k ) = −F1(X1, Xj1 , . . . , Xjn−k ).
Let G be the restriction of F1 to the straight line Zer(Xj1 − xj1 , . . . , Xjn−k − xjn−k ).
Then G satisfies the differential equation dG/dX1 = −G, hence G(X1) = e−X1 .
Since Zer(G(X1)−U) is a semialgebraic curve at z, we get a contradiction. There-
fore, D̂ does not vanish identically in the neighbourhood of z in S.
It follows that dimz(D̂ ∩ S) < n− k + 1. The set D̂ ∩ S is either smooth at z, or z
is its singular point. In the first case, Tz(D̂ ∩ S) ⊂ Tz(S), hence D̂ ∩ S is tangent to
Zer(U − eX1) at z, which is impossible by the inductive hypothesis. In the second
case, z belongs to a stratum of a smooth stratification of D̂ ∩ S, which has even
smaller dimension than dimz(D̂ ∩ S). This is again impossible by the inductive
hypothesis. Therefore, S and Zer(U − eX1) do not meet tangentially at z. The
claim is proved.
To finish the proof of the theorem, we can assume that S is transverse to Zer(U −
eX1) at z. Let R be any other stratum of the stratification such that S ⊂ R. Since
Zer(U − eX1) is an oriented hypersurface in Rn, there are two points a, b ∈ S on
different sides of Zer(U − eX1). There is an open curve interval γ ⊂ R such that
a, b ∈ γ. Then γ ∩ Zer(U − eX1) 6= ∅, thus Zer(U − eX1) ∩ R 6= ∅. Since, by [16],
Whitney’s (a)-regularity implies Thom’s (t)-regularity, the manifolds Zer(U −
eX1) and R are transverse in a neighbourhood of z. But dimz(Zer(P, U− eX1)) = p,
while dim(Zer(U − eX1)) = n− 1. It follows that dimz(Zer(P)) = p + 1. 
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